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The Sisters
A Novel, by Nancy Jensen
[S. Martin’s, 9780312542702, $24.99]

“This is a powerful story of family through three generations, beginning with two sisters from a small town in Kentucky. In 1927, a tragedy and a misunderstanding separate them when they are both in their teens. We follow their stories and those of their daughters up to 2007. Jensen shows us that strong women are able to use lives cobbled together out of fear and pain as building blocks to create something resembling happiness, or at least stability. This debut novel is a page-turner with characters that remain with the reader long after the book is closed.”
—Marian Nielsen, Orinda Books, Orinda, CA

by Jessica Gregson
(Soho Press, 9781569479797, $24)
Recommended by Beth Carpenter, The Country Bookshop, Southern Pines, NC

Catherine the Great
Portrait of a Woman, by Robert K. Massie
(Random House, 97806794556728, $35)
Recommended by Arlene Cook, Watermark Book Company, Anacortes, WA

Mourad
New Moroccan: The Cookbook, by Mourad Lahlou
(Artisan, 9781579654290, $40)
Recommended by Roni K. Devlin, Literary Life Bookstore & More, Grand Rapids, MI

Harbor
A Novel, by John Ajvide Lindqvist
(Thomas Dunne Books, 97803162680275, $25.99)
Recommended by Flannery Fitch, Bookshop Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA

The Drop
by Michael Connelly
(Little, Brown, 9780316069410, $27.99)
Recommended by Bill Cusumano, Nicola’s Books, Ann Arbor, MI

Family Legacy
by Jack O’Halloran
(MP Publishing, 9781849821063, $24.95)
Recommended by Karen Briggs, Great Northern Books & Hobbies, Oscoda, MI

Second Read
Writers Look Back at Classic Works of Reportage, James Marcus and the Staff of the Columbia Journalism Review, Eds.
(Columbia University Press, 9780231159319, paper, $24.50)
Recommended by Sarah Rettger, Newtonville Books, Newton, MA

Blue Nights
by Joan Didion
(Knopf, 9780307267672, $25)
Recommended by Michael Link, Joseph-Beth Bookstores, Cincinnati, OH

BarnHeart
The Incurable Longing for a Farm of One’s Own: A Memoir, by Jenna Woginrich
(Storey Publishing, 9781603427951, paper, $14.95)
Recommended by Sherri Gallentine, Vroman’s Bookstore, Pasadena, CA

420 Characters
Stories, by Lou Beach
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 9780547617930, $22)
Recommended by Carol Schneck, Schuler Books & Music, Okemos, MI

Stone of Kings
In Search of the Lost Jade of the Maya, by Gerard Heferich
(Lyons Press, 9780762763511, $24.95)
Recommended by Linda Bond, Auntie’s Bookstore, Spokane, WA

Three-Day Town
A Deborah Knot Mystery, by Margaret Maron
(Grand Central Publishing, 9780446555784, $25.99)
Recommended by Rosemary Pugliese, Quail Ridge Books & Music, Raleigh, NC

Walt Disney’s Donald Duck
“Lost in the Andes”: The Complete Carl Barks Disney Library, by Carl Barks
(Fantagraphics, 9781606994740, $24.99)
Recommended by Eric Schultheis, Books Inc., San Francisco, CA

I Am Half-Sick of Shadows
A Flavia de Luce Novel, by Alan Bradley
(Delacorte, 9780385344012, $23)
Recommended by Linda Walonen, Bay Books, San Ramon, CA

Rain Falls Like Mercy
A Novel, by Jack Todd
(Touchstone, 9781465998510, $25)
Recommended by Peter Schulte, Tattered Cover Book Store, Denver, CO

The Wedding Quilt
An Elm Creek Quilts Novel, by Jennifer Chiaverini
(Dutton, 9780525952428, $25.95)
Recommended by Cheryl Kroger, Chapters Books & Gifts, Seward, NE

Sybil Exposed
The Extraordinary Story Behind the Famous Multiple Personality Case, by Debbie Nathan
(Free Press, 9781439168271, $26)
Recommended by Whitney Spotts, Schuler Books & Music, Lansing, MI

The Pilgrim
A Novel, by Hugh Nissenson
(Sourcebooks Landmark, 9781402209246, $24.99)
Recommended by Carol Katsoulis, Anderson’s Bookshop, Naperville, IL

Lightning Rods
A Novel, by Helen DeWitt
(New Directions, 9780802129433, $24.95)
Recommended by Rachel Haisley, The King’s English Bookshop, Salt Lake City, UT
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Announcing IndieBound Hardcover Books

Now in Paperback

**Foreign Bodies**
A Novel, by Cynthia Ozick
Mariner
9780547577494, $14.95
Recommended in hardcover by Betsey Detwiler, Buttonwood Books & Toys, Cohasset, MA

**Frank**
The Voice, by James Kaplan
Anchor
9780767924238, $16.95
Recommended in hardcover by Bill Cusumano, Nicola’s Books Ann Arbor, MI

**How to Read the Air**
by Dinaw Mengestu
Riverhead Trade
9781594485398, $15
Recommended in hardcover by Cindy Dach, Changing Hands Bookstore, Tempe, AZ

**Hull Zero Three**
by Greg Bear
Orbit
9780316072809, $13.99
Recommended in hardcover by Fran Wilson, Colorado State University Bookstore, Fort Collins, CO

**The Lake of Dreams**
A Novel, by Kim Edwards
Penguin
9780443120360, $16
Recommended in hardcover by Karen Vail, Titcomb’s Bookshop, East Sandwich, MA

**The Memory of Love**
by Aminatta Forna
Grove Press
9780802145680, $14.95
Recommended in hardcover by Karen Briggs, Great Northern Books & Hobbies, Oscoda, MI

**An Object of Beauty**
A Novel, by Steve Martin
Grand Central Publishing
9780446573658, $14.99
Recommended in hardcover by Kat Bailey, Bookshop Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA

**A Secret Gift**
How One Man’s Kindness – and a Trove of Letters – Revealed the Hidden History of the Great Depression, by Ted Gup
Penguin
9780446572583, $14.99
Recommended in hardcover by Barbara Peters, The Poisoned Pen, Scottsdale, AZ

**The Sherlockian**
A Novel, by Graham Moore
Twelve
9780061769092, $14.99
Recommended in hardcover by Karen Maeda Allman, The Elliott Bay Book Company, Seattle, WA

**Take Me Home**
A Novel, by Brian Leung
Harper Perennial
9780061769092, $14.99
Recommended in hardcover by Karen Maeda Allman, The Elliott Bay Book Company, Seattle, WA

---

Indie booksellers are as local as local gets.

When you shop at a local indie bookstore...

You keep money in the local economy.
You help to create local jobs.
You invest in entrepreneurship.
You conserve your tax dollars.
You help the environment.
You nurture our community.

And you discover the next best, great reads!

Find out more at IndieBound.org.